Minnesota Stormwater Research Council
Annual Meeting Agenda | July 15, 2021

8:30 - 9:00 MSRC Annual Administrative Updates

9:00 - 9:45 Current research portfolio – Part I, 3 projects 15min each
  • Equipping cities with climate change data for stormwater - Jonathan Birkel
  • Stormwater system monitoring - Daniel Furuta
  • Stormwater metadata analysis - Jacques Finlay

9:45 - 10:00 break

10:00 - 10:45 Current research portfolio – Part II, 3 projects 15min each
  • Solids loading - John Chapman
  • Pollutant removal in underground filtration systems - Todd Shoemaker
  • Biochar - Karina Weelbord

10:45 - 11:00 break

11:00 - 11:45 Current research portfolio – Part III, 3 projects 15min each
  • Contaminants in reuse systems - Tamara Walsky
  • Biofiltration media - Katie Kramarczuk
  • Pond treatment - Greg Wilson

11:45 - 1:00 break

1:00 - 1:30 Stormwater pond research strategy

A year in review
Summary of accomplishments
Advisory Board members and updates
New Clean Water Fund support
Launch of pooled funding request
Future RFP for new research
Technology transfer plans

For more about each of the current projects, visit the Current Projects portion of the website. www.wrc.umn.edu/projects/stormwater